CSAP American Politics Summer Conference  
Yale University Institution for Social and Policy Studies (ISPS)  
June 16-17, 2016

Thursday, June 16: ISPS, 77 Prospect Street, Room A002

12:00 pm   Luncheon Buffet, Room A001

12:30 pm   Opening Remarks: Alan Gerber and Greg Huber, Yale University

12:45 pm   Paper 1: Cecilia H. Mo, Vanderbilt University  
           “When do the Advantaged See the Disadvantages of Others? A Quasi-Experimental Study of a National Service Program”  
           Discussant: Gregory Martin, Emory University

1:45 pm   Break, Room A001

2:15 pm   Paper 2: Keith E. Schnakenberg, University of Kentucky  
           “Helping Friends or Influencing Foes: Electoral and Policy Effects of Campaign Finance Contributions”  
           Discussant: Alexander Hirsch, California Institute of Technology (Caltech)

3:15 pm   Break, Room A001

3:40 pm   Introduction to Graduate Student Poster Session

4:00 pm   Paper 3: Victoria Shineman, University of Pittsburgh  
           “A Field Experiment Mobilizing Convicted Felons During the 2016 General Election”  
           Discussant: Yanna Krupnikov, Stony Brook University

5:00 pm   Break/Hotel check-in for guests arriving on Monday  
           Guest accommodations at the Omni New Haven Hotel, 155 Temple Street

6:00 pm   Cocktail Reception with Graduate Student Poster Session  
           The Temple Room at the Omni New Haven Hotel, 155 Temple Street

7:30 pm   Dinner for Faculty, Presenters, and Out-of-Town Guests  
           Barcelona Wine Bar, 155 Temple Street
Graduate Student Poster Board Presentations:

Alexa Bankert, Stony Brook University
"'My Kind of Partisan' – The Role of Party Leaders in Shaping Party Attachments"

David Cottrell: Dartmouth College
"Using Computer Simulations to Measure the Effect of Districting on Safer Legislative Seats in the United States Congress"

Jonathan Mummulo: Stanford University
"The Perceptual Side Effects of Government Action: The Case of Police Militarization"

Julia Payson: Stanford University
"Intergovernmental Lobbying and Municipal Inequality"

Stephen Pettigrew: Harvard University
"The Downstream Effects of Long Lines: How Long Waits at the Precinct Depress Future Turnout"

Melissa Sands: Harvard University
"Who Wants to Tax a Millionaire? Exposure to Inequality Reduces Redistribution"

Friday, June 17: ISPS, 77 Prospect Street, Room A002

8:00 am  Breakfast Buffet, Room A001

8:30 am  Paper 4: Lilliana Mason, University of Maryland
‘Doggone It, People Don’t Like Me’: An Examination of the Self-esteem Based Roots of Social Sorting and Polarization in American Politics
Discussant: Neil Malhotra, Stanford Graduate School of Business

9:30 am  Break, Room A001

10:00 am  Paper 5: Peter DeScioli, Stony Brook University
“Alliance Formation in a Side-taking Experiment”
Discussant: Rebecca Morton, New York University (NYU)

11:00 am  Break, Room A001

11:30 am  Paper 6: Gabriel Lenz, University of California, Berkeley
“The Importance of Knowing ‘What Goes With What’: Reinterpreting the Evidence on Attitude Stability”
Discussant: Michael Herron, Dartmouth College

12:30 pm  Closing Remarks & Luncheon Buffet, ISPS Room A001

1:30 pm  Adjournment